Updates to the BPA for CDE Workflow.

Here’s how to do it:

1. CDE Nurse will fill out the Pre-Visit Query
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2. Users will now notice that the HCC BPA will fire even if no other HCC topics are captured and suggested.
   - The following BPA will be displayed:
Quick Tips

3. Users now have access to a hyperlink which will display the information the CDE users have entered in the Pre-visit Query.
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The Acknowledge reasons will display on every HCC BPA that is triggered. If the Hyperlink has no information, this means the CDE nurses did NOT enter any information into the Pre-Visit Query and the “N/A” button is added to accept the BPA.
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4. If Provider agrees with the CDE Pre-Visit Query clinical indicators and diagnosis, please add the diagnosis to the clinic note using the Epic/IMO decision tree (coding to the greatest specificity).

5. Add the diagnosis to the Problem List for future reference and charting.

**Button Definitions:**

**Reviewed Query:** The Provider will use this button if they reviewed the query, **REGARDLESS** if the provider agrees with the query or not (by adding the diagnosis to the clinic visit).

**N/A:** The Provider will use this button **ONLY** if they **DID NOT** review the query during this encounter.